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will be recognised in international affairs. 

The machineries of government 

stand between and hide the hearts 

of one people from those of another.’ 
(Gandhi, 1919) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

My task here at Tilburg University is to study the interface between two broad issues: 

globalisation and sustainable development. Globalisation is conquering the world in waves, 

irreversibly in the eyes of many. Sustainable development seems a fragile utopia which 

disappears behind the horizon of day to day concerns when not pursued vigorously by state 

and business leaders and by progressive stakeholder groups. It emerged this year on the 

agenda of the spring summits of the European Union as an issue to be yearly monitored. It is 

not yet a serious issue at the yearly meetings of the World Economic Forum. But 

sustainability is gaining momentum. There can be a World Sustainability Forum before 2010.  

 

Sustainable globalisation is crucial for the survival of our civilisation as it creates a 

perspective based on higher values that incorporates the interests of coming generations of 

organisms and people. Organisms which have no voice if man is not giving them one. People 

which often live in poor nations. But the poor are nowadays informed about the wealth in the 

West, for example through globally televised soap programs. The large discrepancies between 

lifestyles of the rich and the poor creates envy and stimulates violence. The poor look for 

opportunities to conquer wealth and resist globalisation that is not in their interest.  

 

The essential prerequisite for steering globalisation into the direction of sustainable 

development is the availability of good governance. Good governance involves governments 

of states, leaders of multinational businesses and international organisations of  private 

interest groups. They are the main players in an arena consisting of dynamically changing 

coalitions of actors and of changing ways of interaction. Lack of good governance of 

globalisation will generate as counterreaction antiglobalism, which attacks the most powerful 

actors, the large nation states and transnational businesses. These however are also the main 

actors needed to achieve sustainable globalisation. At the beginning of the new millennium 

we are facing pressing new questions. Is antiglobalism going to increase or will it rapidly fade 

away? Who is in control of globalisation? Is it the total of nation states? Or are we in the 

hands of the transnational businesses? Or do we finally discover that we are sitting in a bus 

while nobody is behind the steering wheel?  

 

The role of nation states in governance for sustainable globalisation is the focus of my work at 

this university. Have smaller nations like The Netherlands still a role to play in promoting 

global sustainable development? To what degree is the nation state itself affected by 

globalisation? How can the nation state protect its territory and people against negative social 

and environmental consequences of globalisation and better use the new economic 

possibilities? These questions have to be answered to find adequate responses to some of the 

biggest challenges of our time.   

In order to do so I will briefly discuss globalisation, sustainable development and their 

interaction. Subsequently I will show which challenges for governance and the nation state 

are to be addressed to pave the way to higher levels of sustainability. 
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GLOBALISATION  

 

 

Four centuries ago queen Elisabeth I destroyed the Spanish armada and king James I declared 

the seas free to travel. An era started in which international transactions were steadily 

growing, peaking at the beginning of the twentieth century and picking up again in the second 

half of that century. Why is it that only the past two decades globalisation became a buzzword 

suggesting that something new is happening in the world? 

 

Globalisation and individualisation 

 

One could defend that globalisation started not recently but thousands of years ago when man 

broke out of his tribal settings to marry beyond his family members and embraced the strange, 

the new and by doing so obtained a clearer awareness of his ‘environment’. Ruud Lubbers 

(Lubbers, 1999) mentioned technology and neo-liberalism as the driving forces behind 

globalisation. I much prefer as its deeper cause the growing consciousness of man, his new 

creative powers and impact on the natural and social environment. Francis Bacon had to write 

his Nova Atlantis utopia first before the technological innovations he envisioned were 

materialising. Following the line of thought of Waters (1995) globalisation can be seen as the 

process of the growing self-consciousness of man who is pushing the borders of his actions 

beyond those of the family tribe, of the city and of the nation state until wider limits are 

reached. As a result of this process of the freeing of the individual, the rights of the individual 

citizen were first established in Rome and 2000 years later the universal human rights were 

formulated by the United Nations. 

Although globalisation started with colonialism, imperialism and exploitation of poor nations 

it finally also contributes to the empowerment of individuals to become global players. 

Globalisation parallels in the outer world the inner process of individuation. No wonder that 

the trends of globalisation and individualisation appear simultaneously in time. They have the 

same root in mans consciousness. 

 

Globalisation and the change of the world economy 

 

In a globalised world people and goods are neither restricted nor protected by borders. 

Globalisation furthermore has many faces. It can be the intentional purpose of a business 

planning for global marketing or of an environmental movement starting a campaign to save 

the planet. But globalisation can also be impersonal and beyond the control of any group of 

individuals, such as the rise of Islamic fundamentalism in the Middle East in response to the 

American inspired modernisation of society. The terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre in 

New York on 11 September 2001 is rightfully characterised by Colin Powell as the dark side 

of globalisation, as was the subsequent war in Afghanistan for the Taliban regime. Once the 

gang-board of a ship is connected with the embankment the crew can go ashore, but the local 

people  can also enter the ship. Globalisation leads to the intrusion of the external world into a 

nation’s internal affairs. In the conflict of what Benjamin Barber has called already in 1995  

‘Jihad versus McWorld’ we see the globalised conflict between fundamentalistic religion and 

fundamentalistic economy. 

 

There are many ways to define globalisation (Robertson, 1992; Waters, 1995; Beck, 1997). 

The term globalisation started to become significant academically in sociology since the mid-
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1980s.1 Some have chosen to reserve the term globalisation for a process that runs parallel 

with modernisation. Modernisation means the global spread of the Western-European and 

American capitalistic culture over the globe (Wallerstein, 1974; Giddens, 1985). This vision 

includes the nation state as the universal political unit, the link of industrial production with 

military action and the operation of rational bureaucracies. It sees the increase of the 

efficiency of the economy as the driving force behind globalisation. In the public debate 

globalisation is mostly used in this economic sense, meaning that a fundamental 

transformation is occurring in the contemporary world economy (Baker a.o., 1998)2.  

Economic globalisation however still includes a broad range of aspects from McDonalds in 

the streets of Beijing all the way to access to the world wide web in the home of every citizen. 

  

 

Globalisation and the emergence of the risk society 

 

A quite large group in academia sees globalisation as a recent phenomenon of the past two 

decades which is associated with post-modernisation and post-industrialisation and moves 

away from the concept of worldwide capitalistic modernisation (Harvey, 1989; Beck, 1997). 

The direction of change in this vision is a world society in which different approaches exist in 

a non-integrated way, while the time-space experience is more and more compressed. This 

leads Ulrich Beck (1997) to characterise this world society as a risk society. Globalisation 

leads to a greater interconnectedness in the world system and thus to a greater fragility of 

civilisation as nothing which happens on the planet is any longer a limited local event. This 

globality makes that all events affect the whole world. As blessings of modernisation are 

accompanied by threats such as environmental pollution, resource depletion and military 

actions, these threats now become global threats.3  

 
1 Roland Robertson (1983,1985) defines globalisation in broad terms and refers explicitly to the crossing of the boundaries of the nation state 

and the creation of new symbols: Globalisation is the growing interdependence beyond national boundaries as well as the creation of new 

cross-cultural meaning and symbols.  
Malcolm Waters (1995) adds to this the changing awareness of the people as a key element: Globalisation is a social process in which the 

constraints of geography on social and cultural arrangements recede and in which people become increasingly aware that they are receding. 

Waters sketches six sociological characteristics of globalisation: 

 

1. Globalisation is at least contemporary with modernization, involving economic systematisation, international relations between 
states, and an emerging global culture or consciousness. 

2. Globalisation increases the inclusiveness and the unification of human society. 

3. Globalisation annihilates the experienced differences of time and space.  

4. Inhabitants of the planet orient themselves to the world as a whole. 

5. The separation between public and private, work and home is collapsing. 
6. Under globalisation individuals extend trust to unknown persons and impersonal forces and norms (the market, the human rights) 

which may result in the risk of global systemic collapse when a local panic breaks out (e.g. stock market crash on Wall Street). 

 
2Baker, Epstein and Pollin (1998) define globalisation of the economy as the process of  ‘increasing economic interaction between people of 

different countries, leading to a qualitative shift in the relationship between nation states and national economies.’  

 

 

 

 

 
3 Beck (1997) distinguishes three kinds of global threats: 

1.      Ecological destruction and technological dangers caused by affluence which has not internalised costs: for example environmental 
pollution resulting in climate change, the ozone hole etc. and the potential consequences of genetic engineering and reproductive 

medicine. 

2.    Ecological destruction and technological dangers caused by poverty and ultimately leading to self-destruction of the poor: for 

example                      loss of biological and mineral resources, e.g.  depletion of the tropical rainforest, over-exploitation of 

groundwater etc.. 
3.    Use of weapons of mass destruction such as nuclear, chemical and biological weapons in the case of war or as a result of 

terrorism. 
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It is not difficult to add other threats to this list, such as the destruction of moral values by the 

growing trade on the also globalised black market in people, drugs, weapons, human organs, 

protected species etc., challenging the moral values which a nation state tries to uphold. 

 

Held a.o. (1999)4  as well as Keohane & Nye Jr. (2000) stress as an essential element of 

globalisation the occurrence of transcontinental flows. The latter define globalism as a state of 

the world invoking networks of interdependence at multi-continental distances. They define  

globalisation as  the increase in globalism. What starts as thin globalisation becomes more 

thick. They see four key dimensions of globalism that are of equal importance: the economic, 

military, environmental and socio-cultural dimension; they exclude other aspects to keep a 

meaningful focus. In this definition of globalisation, activities not involving intercontinental 

exchanges are excluded; the three dimensions of sustainability are stressed; but the key factor 

is the interconnectedness of events on a global scale. I therefore will use this definition of 

globalisation in my analysis. Additionally I will sometimes also use the term globalisation to 

indicate the movement from local towards intercontinental interactions.    

 

Globalisation is not inevitable. It is manmade. It is vulnerable to recession, protectionism, 

sabotage and terrorism (Camilleri a.o., 2000).   

 

In all four dimensions proposed by Keohane & Nye Jr. governance issues play a central role, 

either because globalisation affects national governance or because new institutions and social 

arrangements are needed to provide the governance for sustainable globalisation.  

 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 

 

 

Sustainability is a concept that emerged in the same period that globalisation was becoming a 

well-known issue in socio-economic circles. It developed from the environmental crisis. This 

crisis was first signalled in Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962), a journalist’s report 

focusing on the disastrous ecological effects of accumulation of widely used pesticides at 

locations far away from their initial place of application. These pesticides were applied to 

increase agricultural production. A decade later the report The Limits To Growth  for the Club 

of Rome by Dennis Meadows (1972) made the world aware of the limited resources that the 

global ecosystem can provide to the development of the global economy.  Although his 

predictions did not materialise exactly as calculated, his vision of the limited carrying 

capacity of the Earth still holds and the notion to dematerialise the economy has become a 

backbone of all sustainable development strategies.  

 

 

The transformative power of the Brundtland report 

   

From this ecological awakening of society evolved during the 1980’s the insight at the level 

of the United Nations that the environmental crisis and the poverty crisis were linked. As 

Indira Gandhi once said: “Poverty is the biggest source of pollution”. The poor have no other 

 
4 Held a.o. (1999) define globalisation as ‘a process which embodies transformation in the spatial organization of social relations and 

transactions - assessed in terms of their extensity, intensity, velocity and impact - generating transcontinental or interregional flows and 

networks of activity, interaction and the exercise of power.’  
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concern than their immediate survival, and this will often result in exhaustion of the local 

resources. Half of the world’s population lives on less than $2 per day. So the global 

ecological crisis will never be solved if eradication of poverty is not made the highest priority 

of the global community.  

This led to the notion of sustainable development, linking the need to develop economically 

and reduce poverty with the recognition that this growth must take place within the limits of 

the Earth’ carrying capacity. Recognising the need to grow economically was a breakthrough 

in that period as many environmentalists were convinced that abandoning the economic 

growth paradigm was the only solution for the ecological crisis. Recognising the limited 

ecological carrying capacity of the Earth was equally revolutionary for economists who saw 

environmental issues as a burden to economic growth that should be marginalized. 

In 1987 the UN published its report Our Common Future, often referred to as the Brundtland 

report, which set the agenda for the next decades and held powerful innovative ideas that still 

are being implemented. 

 

The Brundtland report defined sustainable development as development that meets the needs 

of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

This is a general political definition which has lead to various interpretations trying to 

translate it into a scientific concept. Yet there is no generally agreed scientific concept of 

sustainability. The Brundtland definition however contained a revolutionary political power 

that still is active. It links the concept of needs, in particular the needs of the poor and of 

future generations, with the limitations imposed by the environment, given the state of 

technology and of social organisation. Sustainable development is explicitly meant as a 

normative concept that enhances ‘a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, 

the direction of investments, the orientation of technological development, and institutional 

change are all in harmony.’ At a conference in Toronto in 1988 I heard Gro Harlem 

Brundtland say: “We must upgrade civilisation”, a notion which kept ringing in my head for 

long, and which shows the high level of inspiration and ambition which the Brundtland 

Commission envisioned for all of us. 

 

After the publication of the report the impact of the normative concept of sustainability 

became slowly visible. It was first embraced by environmental groups and policy makers, 

which finally saw recognition of their concerns in its recommendations. The economic sector 

first tried to ignore the new ideas but has gradually recognised the need for sustainable 

economic growth. A good international example is the establishment of the World Business 

Council on Sustainable Development. A national Dutch example is the Policy Document on 

Environment and Economy, an initiative of Environment Minister Margreeth de Boer and 

Economic Minister Hans Wijers in 1997. Until recently the notion that also social issues are 

included in sustainable development was not recognised by the social sector itself, nor by 

many governments. The transformative power of the Brundtland report therefore needs room 

to develop further. But its impact has in fact been quite remarkable.  

 

From Rio to Johannesburg 

 

Five years after the report was published it was institutionalised during the United Nations 

Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro of 1992 in Agenda 21 and amongst others in the conventions 

on Climate Change and Biodiversity that were adopted during this summit. It was actually an 

unstoppable wave of change that is reflected in these documents and conventions, often 

without full apprehension of the consequences by the state leaders that accorded them.  
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The United Nations decided to install a Ministerial UN Commission on Sustainable 

Development that meets on a yearly basis and to monitor the progress every five years at 

Heads of State level. 

 

Ten years after Rio we have to conclude that the very high expectations raised in 1992 are not 

realised in many respects. Although the different conventions have been slowly implemented, 

particularly the Climate Change convention and its Kyoto Protocol, the nineties have not 

become the decade of sustainable development but the decade of globalisation. Official 

Development Aid (ODA) which should globally double from 0.35% of GNP to 0.7% has in 

fact decreased the past 10 years by 50 %, particularly because of lower flows from the USA. 

Agricultural subsidies in economically developed countries amount to 1 billion $ per day, 

reducing export possibilities for developing countries. The fact that Foreign Direct Investment 

by businesses is increasing, could not help in 1997 to change the bitterness of the developing 

countries, which turned the Rio plus 5 summit in New York into a failure. Yet, it was agreed 

that all nations would present at the Rio plus 10 meeting a strategy for sustainable 

development. This modest result helped to achieve new momentum in the years before the 

summit in Johannesburg in 2002. At the same time new mechanisms are studied to help 

overcome the financial difficulties of the developing countries. A first step is the decision  of 

the USA to reverse the trend of its reduced ODA contributions at the recent summit in 

Monterey.  In 2000 the UN General Assembly adopted the Millennium Declaration 55/2, 

which embodies amongst others eight goals for sustainable development towards 2015.5 

These goals are concrete and linked to a clear time table, aspects that were missing in the Rio 

documents. 

 

 

Sustainability on the agenda of the EU spring summits 

 

In Europe the sustainable development principle was inscribed in the major articles of the EU 

Treaty of Maastricht in 1992 and more clearly repeated in the EU Treaty of Amsterdam in 

1997.  Since then successive presidencies of the EU have boosted the implementation of 

sustainable development in the EU policy making process. At the top of Cardiff in 1998 the 

British have elevated the issue to a subject to be discussed regularly on the EU summit 

meetings. This was followed by the Fins in Helsinki in 1999 and by the Swedes in 2001 in 

Gothenburg. Now it is a requirement to report the development of indicators for a number of 

selected sustainability themes to the EU-summit every spring. The first summit of Barcelona 

in March 2002 was critiqued for not paying adequate attention to environmental indicators, 

but the fact remains that a new trend started.  It forces the administration of the European 

Commission and the national governments to look much more closely at the issue and at how 

economic, social and environmental policies are integrated. Recently also institutional 

capacity to manage sustainability has become a fourth element of sustainability, besides 

economic, ecological and social elements.  

  

Quantification of sustainability 

 

Managing sustainable globalisation is not possible without ambitions, knowledge and 

quantified indicators that show whether the implementation of policies is on the right track. 

 
5 The Millennium Development Goals are: (1) Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger, (2) Achieve universal 

primary education, (3) Promote gender equality and empower woman, (4) Reduce child mortality, (5) Improve 

maternal health, (6) Combat HIV/Aids, malaria and other diseases, (7) Ensure environmental sustainability and 

(8) Develop a Global Partnership for Development (UN GA, 2001).  
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The debate which indicators to use is still continuing (Daly and Cobb, 1990; O’Connor, 1995; 

Bossel, 1997, 1999; EEA, 1999;OECD, 2000; EU, 2002). As sustainable development is a 

broad concept, many interpretations and related indicators are proposed. In the Dutch 

National Strategy for Sustainable Development (NSDO, 2002) three key elements of 

sustainability have been used to make policies more operational: (1) integration of economic, 

socio-cultural and ecological aspects; (2) no passing of the burden to other generations, nor 

(3) to other locations. Most policy documents are based on an inductive approach using 

indicators for which data are available over a sufficiently long period of time, although these 

data are not necessarily the most meaningful in the context of sustainability. Some scientists 

however are using a deductive model based on an operational definition of sustainability (Van 

Dieren, 1995; Hardi and Zdan, 1997; Bossel, 1999). The latter approach will on the long run 

show to be the most meaningful one.  

In order to know if the actual state of affairs is good enough a target for each indicator is 

derived in the case of the deductive approach from policy goals, while the distance to the 

target is used as a measure of sustainability. Moreover there is a need to aggregate individual 

indicators to show overall developments in economic, social and environmental sustainability. 

Aggregation to arrive at an economic, social or ecological overall indicator can be done by 

equal or explicit proportional weighing of sub-indicators in a desk study. Another approach is 

used by for example Telos, a collaborative effort to improve sustainability in the Dutch 

Province of Noord-Brabant by the Province of Noord-Brabant, GLOBUS, the University of 

Eindhoven and others (Beckers, 2001). Here a weighing method is applied in which the users 

of the data are actively involved. The latter increases the acceptance of the outcome of the 

monitoring results and the preparedness to take action. The use of indicators becomes in this 

way a learning experience for all involved. In this approach the three dimensions of 

sustainability are expressed in the form of capitals which are based on stocks which again are 

based on distance to target indicators. Stocks within one of the three capitals are in the case of 

Telos treated  as exchangeable. Capitals can not be traded with each-other. In this way a 

combination of soft and hard sustainability is used. The three capitals are finally not 

integrated to one sustainability value. Most scientists are reluctant to combine incomparable 

aspects into one figure. Yet it would be very helpful in policy making if the issue of 

sustainability would obtain its own set of data. If sustainability  cannot be expressed in a 

typical value, why would we make such a big issue of integrating economy, ecology and 

social quality in decision-making? 

 

 

One value to characterise the sustainability level of a society 

 

A meaningful overall figure can be obtained by looking at the issue from a more abstract 

point of view. The indicators for stocks and capitals describe particularly the outcome of 

dynamic ecological, economic and social processes. To be able to integrate these processes 

one can study the general cause of these processes: the dominant mindset or attitude of the 

stakeholders. Is sustainability not the manifestation of a growing awareness that our 

responsibility goes further than our immediate concerns and needs? If that is the case any 

sustainability index should reflect the level of awareness of the impacts of our actions and the 

willingness to take responsibility for these consequences. The entry for a sustainability index 

would than be the degree of short term versus long term considerations, the level of altruism 

in the actions of governments, businesses or NGO’s. I have developed such a sustainability 

index (Zoeteman, 2001) based on building blocks from Maslow (1970), Max-Neef (1991), 

Bossel (1999), Swarttouw (1999) and Winsemius (2002). 
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In this index five levels of sustainability are considered, as shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Tabel 1. Level of sustainability and attitude of stakeholders 

 
Level of sustainability    Attitude of stakeholder 

 

                                                    _____________________________________________________________________ 

Business   Government  NGO 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.   Very unsustainable Exhaust resources  Ad-hoc use of power  Getting organised 

 

2.   Unsustainable  Resist law-making  Top-down lawmaking   Hard actions 
 

3.   Nearly sustainable Anticipate laws  Voluntary Agreements Join licensing process 

 

4.   Sustainable  Anticipate consumer needs Broad consensus policies   Initiate sust. enterprises 

 
5.   Past sustainable  Manage commons  Facilitation of initiatives Join business initiatives 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Each of these levels is linked to objective criteria6 that describe characteristic behavior of the 

stakeholders. Individual citizens or consumers are not included in Table 1 but are also 

becoming a stakeholder group because of the collective actions that they can take through 

globalisation processes, without being formally organized in NGO’s.   

 

One could argue that a sustainable society is not achievable, as it would imply a fixed state of 

affairs. Therefore one should only speak of sustainable development and not of sustainability. 

Yet sustainability is used here as a dynamic concept, describing a situation in which economic 

growth and social development are not reducing environmental resources and in which 

decisions are taken by consensus attributing equal value to the economic, social and 

environmental aspects. A next step is going beyond sustainability, which means, after having 

completely integrated the goals of sustainability, moving further to a development mode that 

is not only based on respecting scarcity of resources but also on expanding the resource base 

in quantity and quality. So sustainability is the characteristic of an organisation reflecting its 

level of integration in decisionmaking. Integration applies here to the economic, ecological 

and social elements of sustainable development, to the needs of the present and the future 

generations, to the near and the remote effects and to all stakeholders in the decision-making 

process.    

  

Many developing countries are applying methods corresponding with sustainability level one 

and two. The focus is on capacity building in government administrations, developing laws 

and practicing a command and control structure. It would be inefficient to apply here policies 

and instruments developed for states in which level three methods are dominant. Once laws 

are functioning and social and environmental concerns have been accepted as important, the 

government and the business community can start to be more open to each other’s concerns 

and to make agreements on longer term goals. This is the transition of level three. 

 
6 Criteria for business attitudes can include the type of mission statement, the type of environmental technologies applied, the attitude 

towards NGO’s and government e.g. the involvement in agreements with the government and NGO’s, the transparency of reporting to the 

outside world e.g. the availability of an environmental year report etc.  

For government these criteria reflect the way policies are prepared e.g. top-down or with consultation of stakeholders, the type of policy 
instruments that are used and how strict policies are implemented.  

For NGO’s criteria include the degree of organization, the aggressiveness and frequency of actions, the operation in the press, the availability 

of profession staff etc. 
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In countries of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) the 

scientific and political debate focuses on the transition from level three to level four attitudes 

of stakeholders. Mol (2001) has suggested that in this transition the national government 

changes from formulating frameworks with goals and standards towards communicating, 

negotiating and managing complex processes without a predetermined outcome. At the fourth 

level of the sustainability scale the separate dimensions of sustainability, like environment and 

economy, are merging in the business strategy (Cramer, 1997) and in government policy. This 

fourth level is also characterized by increased creativity in the search for solutions and less 

forcefulness of the prescriptions. Politicians often have difficulty with the fourth phase as they 

seem to loose direct control and direct visibility. 

 

Level five is a next stage in which scarcity of resources is no longer a limiting factor for 

growth as technology and creativity have found solutions beyond scarcity. Creativity and 

abundance are dominant. Businesses create new natural environments and employment, for 

example by the greening of the deserts due to irrigation of ocean water. Such societies have 

internalized sustainability requirements     

 

By scanning the behavioral patterns of companies, communities and nations, they can be 

categorized in the five levels of the sustainability scale and given a sustainability index. The 

sustainability index can subsequently be related with more classical indicators for the 

economic, ecological and social stocks and flows.  

This approach will help not only to register which aspects of sustainability need improvement, 

but also to have a clue what next steps and related attitudes are to be developed or expected. It 

allows appropriate policy development strategies. For example cities that are at a low level of 

sustainability like Lagos in Nigeria cannot absorb the modern approaches developed for cities 

entering a higher sustainability level like San Francisco in the USA or Paris in France.   

Here lays an important study area for GLOBUS. Seeing how sustainability of companies, 

cities, provinces, nations and regions has developed over time will help identify key factors 

for successful future development and appropriate steps to be taken in a particular situation. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE INCREASED FRAGILITY OF SUSTAINABILITY IN A GLOBALISING WORLD 

 

 

Sustainable development requirements are often conflicting with economic globalisation, 

resulting in increasing tensions on the global, regional and national scale. Different authors 

have pointed out that neoliberal policies of global capitalism are not automatically improving 

sustainability. On the contrary, globalisation tends to intensify inequality (Sutcliffe, 2001; 

Wade, 2001) and has marginalized many developing countries. Weak nations are extra 

vulnerable to the lack of protection by the globalised system. Where globalisation affects 

sustainability it will manifest itself first in those nations that lack a strong state organisation, 

like Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe, where the state is actually failing. 

Recently concern has been raised, e.g. at the G-77 summit in Havana7 in 2000 over the too 

optimistic prospects that are advocated by neoliberal proponents of globalisation. 

 
7 Reported in El Pais, 15 April 2000, pag. 8. 
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Globalisation is characterised by dynamism, optimism, globalism, environmental damage, 

wars and ambivalence towards democracy (Camilleri a.o., 2000). Globalisation would be able 

to bring about the elimination of world poverty (DFID, 2000). But the conditions under which 

this can take place are often not defined and lacking in practice (Slater, 1998).  

   

Globalisation and its four dimensions of appearance: economic, ecological, social and military 

can potentially create distortions in the three primary dimensions of sustainability. The 

interactions will not be linear but interactive in a network structure. Moreover effects of 

globalisation are geographically multilayered, such as global effects, national effects and local 

effects.  

 

Table 2 gives an indication of global effects of economic globalisation. Similar effects can be 

identified at the lower geographic levels. 

 

Table 2: Illustration of negative impacts of globalisation on global sustainability 

 

Globalisation trend    Global sustainability impact 

                                               __________________________________________________ 

 

Economic  Ecological  Social 

________________________________________________________________________ 

    

Economic   Valuta changes  Depletion global commons Growing income gap 

    Impact shareholder value Climate change, Ozone, Illegal  trade in people, 
    Trade dispute settlement Ecotourism, Chemicals, GMO’s drugs, weapons, species, etc. 

Ecological   Ecological trade barriers Desertiphication  Persistent poverty 

       Flooding of delta’s  Environmental refugees 

 

Social    Illegal labour force  Spread materialistic  Spread of diseases 

       consumption patterns  Increased perception of 

          deprivation, McDonaldisation 

Military   Stock market crisis  Experiments in ionosphere War refugees  

    Global inflation  Nuclear war 

       Oil field burning 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

The higher level effects will be felt at all lower levels, although they may differ in kind in 

different regions of the world. That is why global effects should obtain higher priority than 

local effects.8   

An example of a global effect of economic globalisation is the increasing use of fossil fuels 

and the resulting climate change, which will create nationally economic costs to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions and protect the territory against flooding, increased pollution or 

desertiphication. Locally it may result economically in loss of tourism, ecologically in loss of 

nature and socially in unemployment. 

Other major negative effects of globalisation on sustainability are for example the volatility of 

the global circulation of capital searching for rapid profits and destabilising national 

 
8 The Dutch Environment Minister Jan Pronk has consistently given climate issues higher priority than noise 

abatement during his term from 1998-2002. However local effects are more visible to the citizen and may 

therefore also be given a relative high attention. An example of this is the issue of external safety of storage of 

professional fireworks, for which after the disaster of Enschede large amounts of state aid for restoration of the 

neighbourhood and relocation of other dangerous sites were made available. Moreover  a new law, a new 

advisory council,  a new scientific expert centre and a new policy directorate were created within a years time. 
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economies, liberalisation of trade and investment affecting social and environmental quality, 

reduced national protection of agricultural practices, resources depletion because of 

insufficient inclusion of environmental costs in prices, transfer of communicable diseases like 

HIV/Aids etc. 

 

Probably the most important aspect of globalisation is the increased fragility of sustainability 

as a result of the interconnectedness of events ( Beck, 1997) and the possible global 

magnification of public awareness of a problem by the media, creating its own dynamic 

consequences. The antiglobalism movement that emerged since the ‘Battle of Seattle’, the 

failed meeting of the World Trade Organisation end 1999, is one of the most visible increased 

tensions between globalisation and sustainability. The World Social Forum, founded in 2001 

in Porto Alegre, Brasil  and acting as a counter-force to the more established World Economic 

Forum (Van Seters, 2002) is itself a product of the possibilities of globalisation.  

Globalisation is not only negative for sustainability. It also creates new possibilities for 

solutions such as global collaboration of multinational companies and stakeholder 

associations. The diseases become global, the healing of society has to become global too. 

 

The total of these developments makes the future less predictable and global governance a 

leadership challenge of the highest priority.    

 

 

 

GOVERNANCE AND THE ROLE OF THE NATION STATE 

 

 

The history of global governance 

 

Both processes of sustainable development and globalisation can only be brought to synthesis 

by active governance, the third ingredient of my task. Taming global capitalism needs the 

guidance by a sufficiently powerful global authority. Are we moving in that direction?  

 

The process of global governance started in Europe where the nations were seeking 

stabilisation of Europe in the post Napoleonic era. In 1814 the Congress of Vienna lead to a 

ninety years lasting Concert of Europe resulting in the establishment of the Permanent Court 

of Arbitration in The Hague in 1899. After the First World War the League of Nations was 

formed, but the USA did not join. The Permanent Court of Justice was started by the League 

in 1922 as well as the International Labour Organisation. After the Second World War the 

three allies: the USA, Great Britain and the USSR initiated the United Nations, a coalition of 

originally fifty nations. In the same period the World Bank, The International Monetary Fund, 

The GATT (later transformed into the World Trade Organisation) were created. The UN 

however rapidly lost its momentum. The USSR abused its veto power and the wealthy nations 

lost part of their direct influence by the emerging majority of joining developing nations. In 

the seventies the USA therefore lost its interest in the UN and looked for others mechanisms 

suc as the G7 to internationally coordinate actions. Other international non-governmental 

organisations such as Amnesty International, The World Wildlife Fund, Intelsat, the World 

Business Council on Sustainable Development a.o. bypassed the UN more and more and after 

the cold war the great powers neglected the possibilities to reach consensus on possibilities to 

strengthen and restructure the UN. The global community entering a new millennium in the 

21st century had not developed sufficient global governance power to match the power of the 

political and economic global actors.    
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As different forms of coalitions between nation have not been providing real global 

governance power other forms of power were exerted.  

Before the First World War the power of global authority was to some extent provided by one 

leading nation, Great Britain, and the two decades after the Second World War this role was 

taken over by the USA.  

Since the USA policy changed to a more self-serving one and no other leading power did 

develop, the world has been lacking sufficient global governance, while the need for global 

governance to achieve sustainable development rapidly increased. As long as a strong global 

governance system is lacking the best that can happen is that sustainability will develop as a 

growing island of balance created by likeminded nations and transnational corporations in an 

ocean of individual corporate and national short term self-interests.  

 

 

Governance challenges 

 

The goal of governance for sustainable globalisation is to improve steadily the quality of our 

society, helping the elevation of consciousness of the people and protecting our universal 

values as they materialise in national and international laws and voluntary codes of conduct.     

 

Governance is the total of processes and institutions, both formal and informal, that guide 

and restrain the collective activity of a group (Keohane & Nye Jr., 2000). Governance is more 

than government by individual states interacting with one another through diplomacy, public 

international law, and international organisations like the World Bank or the World Trade 

Organisation.  There are more actors in world politics than states: private business, NGO’s 

and sub-units of governments that play an independent or quasi-independent role. They all act 

as parts of networks. Where standards of governments are lacking they develop their own 

standards of expected behaviour in alliances or commodity chains. State responses to the 

forces of globalism are supplemented by private and non-governmental actors, which 

sometimes compete and sometimes complement government actions. Governance in a 

globalising world is the sum total of these forces.  

 

As it is my task to study governance and in particular government of sustainability in a 

globalising world, the following questions are of central interest: 

 

1. Is the role of the state going to be reduced substantially as a result of globalisation?  

And if not: 

2. Which policies can help promote global governance for sustainable globalisation?  

And: 

3. How can the state best safeguard domestic sustainability in a globalising world?  

 

I will start discussing the first two questions on the role of the state in the global arena. Finally 

I will address the counter question how governments can promote sustainability domestically. 

  

How globalisation limits the role of the state 

 

Industrialised societies are under pressure to delegate national power to more decentralised 

levels of governance. At the same time globalisation does affect the functioning of the nation 

state which as a result seems to be caught between two developments that weaken its position: 

one from inside and one from the outside.   
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In the last decade of the twentieth century many authors ( Sassen, 1996; Beck, 1997; Held 

a.o., 1999) have described how globalisation is reducing the power of governments of nation 

states to exert sovereignty in their territory. 

The economic size of multinational companies has grown far beyond the economic size of 

many states, which are undergoing at the same time a steady process of subdivision, leaving 

the global community with three times more states of smaller size than a century ago. 

 

Figure 1: Factors reducing the role of the state 

 
 

 

 

 

It is not only the growth of the size of multinational companies relative to nation states, but 

also the changing character of trade and of the markets that affect the sovereignty of states. 

More than 40% of international trade takes place within multinational companies, which have 

most functions centralised in a small number of global megacities like New York, London, 

Paris, Tokyo and Hong Kong.  Furthermore many financial transactions are carried out in 

virtual space, which has no territorial barriers and is designed and mainly controlled by 

multinational businesses. Virtual valuta trade for example in 1995 already amounted to more 

than 1 billion dollars per day. The power of national Central Banks over monetary key 

variables including interest rates has decreased and their concern is more to satisfy desires of 

the financial markets than implementing domestic economic and social targets. Speed, 

synchronicity and increased interconnectedness of financial, economic, environmental and 

social networks make it possible to affect individual nation states in ways difficult to predict,  

as was demonstrated during the Asian financial crisis that started in 1997 and after 11 

September 2001. 

Sassen (1996) also points at the special development zones that have been created in 

developing countries to attract foreign direct investment by exempting businesses from local 

taxes and legislation. She calls these areas denationalised zones. 

 

The transformation of national sovereignty 

 

The authority of the nation state is also changed by three other factors: 

-new supranational organisations like the WTO, IMF, World Bank, Global Environment 

Facility, UN organisations like WHO, FAO, UNEP etc.; 

-new international treaties (e.g. Climate, Biodiversity) and guidelines and 

-new transnational rules in the private sector (OECD codes of conduct, etc.). 
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The latter three developments are the result of active involvement of nation states and give the 

nation state new roles in which they are sharing sovereignty with each other but also have to 

accept the judgement of the international organisation, e.g. in case of dispute settlements. A 

good example is the WTO.  For the reason of loss of national sovereignty in the framework of 

the WTO, a large group in the USA has long opposed its conception. The set of conditions for 

financial support applied by the IMF, known as structural adjustments, has humiliated 

governments of many developing countries. Another example is the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change which will penalise nations when they are not meeting their 

greenhouse gas reduction obligations before 2012. This transposition of sovereignty to 

international bodies and conventions with their secretariats has lead to what Sassen calls the 

transformation of the nation state. Due to all these processes the nation state obtains a 

deconcentrated sovereignty and in different respects a denationalised territory. 

 

Keohane & Nye Jr. (2000) conclude for similar reasons that the nation state will remain 

central in global governance. The nation state as a matter of fact has been remarkably 

successful in repositioning itself in this era of globalisation. One of the reasons is that even 

the neoliberal philosophy of the so-called ‘Washington consensus’ (promote globalisation by 

deregulation, expanding free markets and reducing the impact of national borders) has to 

recognise the need for rules set by states to protect basic commercial interests and prevent 

business monopolies as they ultimately end the functioning of the free market. Another 

argument is that economic integration still has a long way to go. Toronto for example trades 

10 times more with Vancouver than with Seattle, showing the influence of national borders on 

a continent where it would be least expected. Furthermore globalisation does not reduce social 

inequalities, which requires corrective action from the state. The price for an open market is at 

least a social safety net.  

 

This brief overview shows that the role of the nation state is certainly affected by 

globalisation 

but not in such a way that it becomes obsolete. On the contrary, the national government has 

to play two extra roles after its transformation: 

 

1. Interacting in the international governance structures, a highly competitive arena, and 

further developing its own deconcentrated sovereignty; and 

 

2. Protecting the people and functions in its territory from the negative effects of globalisation 

such as denationalising its territory and decreasing sustainability, and using the opportunities 

of globalisation.  

 

As long as the step towards a real global government is not feasible, the nation state or the 

regional government through which it is represented, are the only democratic forms of 

government available to shape as good as possible global governance. 

 

A similar picture of transformation can be described from the point of view of other actors 

such as transnational businesses, international NGO’s or individual citizens, but for the sake 

of focus I will continue to concentrate on the role of the state.   

 

 

 

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE OF SUSTAINABILTY 
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Perspectives of a World Government  

 

The present global governance system lacks an opposition to the self-serving use of power by 

the USA and its allies. World elections could help to bring about such an opposition. 

We have established in the past nation states, integrating within their borders smaller 

autonomous communities. Why is it now so difficult to make a next step to a world 

government, with a democratically chosen leader for a limited period of time and a 

democratically chosen World Parliament, global taxes and a Global Central Bank, solving 

problems beyond the scope of nations or regions? Often such a translation of the national 

government structure to a global scale has been proposed (Sandel, 1996; UNDP, 1999). One 

reason why the step from national to global government has not been taken is quite simple:  

such a step can only be realised on a voluntarily and unanimous basis. To fulfil these 

requirements, circumstances are needed in which even the biggest nations are willing to 

delegate sovereignty. Why would the United States of America, the most powerful economy 

and military force on the globe, give up its present supremacy in global matters? In the 

present system the most powerful nations can negotiate favourable outcomes to their national 

interests in the global conventions and institutions, e.g. the World Bank and the IMF, or they 

can even absent themselves from globally agreed conventions if they are forced to accept a 

result that is not of their liking. For example the Biodiversity Convention has not been signed 

by the USA nor has the USA accepted the agreement reached in Marrakech in 2001 on the 

implementation of the Kyoto Protocol of the Climate Change Convention. In our present 

world the USA will not accept a World Government and a World Government without the 

USA does not work. So only in case of a major threat to the safety of all nations, including the 

most powerful ones, a World Government may become a desirable step for all.9 Maybe the 

increasing potency to disrupt society by terrorist attacks can become such a reason. Since the 

terrorist attacks on 11 September 2001 on the USA we have seen some opening up of the 

USA foreign policy, like the payment of its long due contributions to the UN.  Maybe risks 

from global natural disasters like changes in the gulf streams of the oceans or jet streams in 

the air or risks from outer space e.g. by collisions with meteorites will require enough unity 

among the peoples of the Earth to act through a World Government or a similar structure. As 

these risks are not unrealistic it would be wise if the United Nations would start work to 

design a World Government structure and steps towards its realisation in case need arises.  

 

Practical developments towards global governance 

 

Which policies can help to move towards a more balanced global governance system that 

helps to ensure sustainable globalisation? 

 

Balancing the role of the USA 

 

As a strategy towards better governance for sustainable globalisation must be based on a key 

role for nation states in the present global governance arena, a first thing is to look for are 

 
9For the time being the Secretary General of the United Nations will remain the highest official concerned with global affairs, not elected by 

the people but appointed by the General Assembly of the United Nations. And the President of the United States will remain the one person 

in the world with more concrete power to intervene in global affairs than any UN institution. Maybe we must also be happy that at least there 
is power available in our world that can intervene if necessary and that this power wants to act within a mandate set by the United Nations. It 

will remain essential to secure that this mandate is set in a way that is democratic and sustainable.   
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possibilities to balance the dominant role of the largest states, such as the USA. Formation of 

clusters of nations that can somehow match in the present or in the future the economic, 

military or otherwise exerted power of the USA is an important element. The enlarged EU is 

the first to provide such a possibility if it can keep the recently developed momentum of 

reform. China, Japan and other Asian nations may eventually form a similar cluster. Sassen 

(1996) has suggested a coalition between the EU and Japan, as a short term possibility to 

counteract the USA. Other clusters of Arab speaking nations, Russia and related nations, 

South American and African nations may be formed when other aspects than economic or 

military ones would become key for the survival of all. Any credible system of two, three or 

more clusters of nations or regions  can only function on the basis of the principal equality in 

responsibility of the clusters of nations for finding solutions for the common problems.  

Furthermore mechanisms developed within the EU may provide suggestions for other regions 

and for the world to develop transnational governance systems, although regions always differ 

from each other and need specific solutions. 

 

Smaller but more feasible steps 

  

Smaller but more feasible steps to improve global governance have been suggested (UNDP, 

1999; Keohane and Nye Jr. 2000; Camilleri a.o., 2000) such as: 

 

-strengthening of the existing multilateral institutions such as the WB, the GEF, the CSD and 

UNEP and related conventions, often called the international governance architecture; a first 

step is to further democratise these institutions by better representation of all nations and 

integrating civil society in the decision process, eventually interpreting their mandates beyond 

what was originally meant; e.g. for global environmental governance Environment Ministers 

have agreed to develop better coordination mechanisms between the secretariats of 

conventions and UNEP (UNEP, 2001); further suggestions have been given by Camilleri a.o. 

(2000) such as bringing the Bretton Woods institutions under the UN and creating a World 

Financial Framework based on an international tax regime e.g. by levying international 

currency transactions as proposed in 1978 by James Tobin.  

-agreeing policies with like-minded countries, e.g. on environmental taxes and mechanisms to 

finance development; 

-unilateral adoption of policies or standards of leading nations either voluntarily or by some 

form of coercion if it would otherwise result in limitation or withdrawal of foreign 

investments or credits, e.g. from the IMF; 

-facilitation and better guidance of codes of conduct and private standard setting of 

transnational corporate networks, such as the responsible care program in the chemical 

industry and commercial codes in cyberspace that impact privacy, property rights and 

copyright; 

-supporting NGO’s that help global agenda setting of sustainability issues, such as climate 

change and the labelling of genetically modified commodities and foods in China, Russia and 

the USA; 

-collaborative trisectoral actions of government, transnational businesses and NGO’s, e.g to 

promote improved labour standards in a global compact as was suggested by Kofi Annan in 

1998, or as the US government did with ICANN to deal with Internet domain names; 

-proposal of norms that actors in networks are obliged to use to avoid consumer boycots or 

other consequences.  

 

Key in the design and implementation of these smaller steps is that the functions needed for 

global governance, such as rule making, implementation, enforcement, dispute settlement, 
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data collection etc. are made operational, irrespective of the eventual use of the existing 

global institutions which often have often become rather disfunctional. 

Such possibilities to improve global governance are important to be further documented, 

studied and developed. Key factors for their implementation are the availability of financial 

resources to developing countries, transparency of and access to decision making. Exploring 

this area is one of the core activities of Globus.  

 

In the next paragraphs general process characteristics of making global governance more 

sustainable will be discussed.     

 

 

The global governance arena 

 

In the previous paragraph a number of activities have been mentioned  in which states can 

play active roles in the international arena to build global governance. How does this arena 

function and what is the specific position of sustainable development in governance matters? 

 

The effectiveness of the club model 

 

There is no global legal system. Developing international institutions and legal obligations is 

a free arena for all nations in which the most powerful gain influence exceeding their 

territorial borders. In this arena the USA and the larger EU member states have been the most 

successful actors the past century. The fora for international negotiations can expand the 

mandate of existing global institutions or create new institutions, often in the framework of 

new thematic global conventions. These fora have been dominated in the past by clubs of 

professionals. (Keohane and Nye Jr, 2000) They have developed a highly specialised 

language which often is hard to follow, even by the responsible politicians. Many of the 

existing forms of multilateral cooperation have been established by small groups of Finance 

or Trade Ministers of rich countries. Later these groups have been expanded with other 

countries but those often feel manipulated. In these professional clubs the most powerful 

nations still strongly dominate, not only because of their economic and demographic weight, 

but also because of the number of specialists, the detailed preparation of negotiations, the pre-

negotiation consultations etc. they can use. Their negotiators are better informed of the 

potential consequences of possible outcomes and have more authority among their colleagues, 

which often helps them to obtain leading positions in the negotiating process such as 

chairman of working groups or members of the Bureau’s that prepare negotiation rounds. 

Developing countries often have no money to  cover even the necessary travel expenses of 

their officials to go to these meetings, and when the travel expenses are externally provided 

they lack enough officials to attend all the meetings. It is important to document the role of 

national experts of different nations in these fora to trace major channels of influence, and 

nations should develop goals and strategies for national diplomacy in the changed 

circumstances. In such strategies attention should be given to monitoring of the position of 

nations in the negotiation networks, to scientific expertise essential to play a role in key 

arenas from a national point of view, and to develop think tank capacity to support on a 

regular basis the rapid moves in the international arenas and the domestic needs for creative 

answers.     

.  

Was the club model a great success in the past, in the new circumstances it is criticised and 

mistrusted by the developing countries even if they can benefit from its outcome.  
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Furthermore the clubs have been working in a rather fragmented way on sectoral issues like 

trade, military cooperation, finance, development or environment but provisions have been 

lacking to judge the aggregated outcome of the sectoral policies for nations or people. 

 

The need for improvement of the post Second World War system  

 

The club model is why many solutions provided by the present governance structures are 

characterised by deficits, including a democratic deficit and an integration deficit. 

 

The outcome of negotiations in these clubs lack in the eyes of national parliaments and 

NGO’s in economically developed nations in particular transparency and accountability, 

while governments in developing countries, even after being admitted in these clubs, still 

mistrust them and their rules. The democratic deficit and the integration deficit are factors that 

can help understand the rising criticism against new negotiation rounds of leading politicians 

since Seattle in 1999, which criticism can be organised globally through the internet and be 

mega-magnified in the globalised media. 

Because of such deficits the solutions found are often not sustainable, do not convince all 

parties affected and do not solicit pro-active participation from all, leading in the end to 

implementation shortcomings.  

 

Therefore activities of national governments to improve sustainability in a globalised world 

should be based on improving democratic content and increasing the level of  policy 

integration. 

 

Finally it should be noted that not all effects of globalisation have been negative for 

sustainability. Environment Ministers for example have many times agreed during 

international negotiations collectively agreed to more ambitious goals than mandated 

domestically. Furthermore nations are often willing to accept ambitious sustainability goals if 

it is guaranteed that all participants take the same steps at the same time. Therefore 

sustainability benefits from policies promoting collective actions on a supranational scale. 

 

Increasing democratic content of policy 

 

The promotion of democratic decision-making and enforcement first became a matter of 

concern of the wealthy nations in the context of their development aid and cooperation with 

economically less developed nations. In this context of development cooperation the term 

good governance was developed, which for some parties has acquired a patronizing 

connotation. Here it will be used in the sense of governance that helps to create a sustainable 

society.  

On the basis of work of others like Rawls(1999) and Sen (1999) Hirsch Ballin (2001) has 

proposed the following set of criteria for national and international lawmaking10 that enhances 

good governance: 

- Politically led state institutions should be open to directive programmatic 

frameworks and should be secured against corruption, nepotism and clientelism. 

- Governing power should be linked to a mandate of the citizens by free and secret 

elections. 

 
10 The UN system of universal international law includes human rights, disarmament, outer space, economic 

development, international trade, crime prevention and criminal justice, environment and the sea. 
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- Individuals and groups should on the basis of equal footing be able to participate 

with others in public opinion development and through such mechanisms influence 

public decision processes. 

- State organs with a function of legal rights protection or enforcement should be 

safeguarded against any undue influence. 

- The human rights should be respected and their obstruction should be effectively 

corrected.    

Pronk (2001) has described specific rules for good donor governance with a more practical 

character. Donor governance is seen as good when it does not result in distortions in the 

receiving country. These rules are:  

- Grants are to be preferred over loans. 

- Adaptation to the technical and institutional capacity of the recipient  

- Demand driven rather than supply driven 

- Covering additional, current and complementary costs 

- Not replacing domestic skills or entrepreneurship   

- Not distorting salary scales, consumption patterns or braindrain 

- Donor countries should open their markets for goods and services resulting from aid. 

 

Rules for good (donor) governance are also an interesting yardstick for improving 

sustainability of the donor countries themselves and of the global institutions. The broader 

application of these and related rules made for developing countries will help to transform the 

club model into a more transparent and legitimate system of global governance. 

A recent issue in this respect is access of stakeholders such as NGO’s to the informal and 

formal decision-making process. 

 

In general democratic governance involves not only the input process to arrive at policy 

decisions that are legitimate (transparent, representative, etc.), but equally important is an 

effective output process to implement, monitor and enforce decisions taken. Important 

democratic elements in the output process are continuity in order to be able to learn from the 

past, and accountability towards partners and the public. As long as the domestic output 

process is convincing, the public seems to be less critical about the domestic input process. In 

global matters tolerance for poor performance in the input process is however decreasing 

because the public is becoming more critical, better informed and larger economic interests 

are at stake.  

 

An obstacle to increase legitimacy of the functioning of the international institutions is the 

desire to let them operate efficiently (Van Maare, 2002). Efficiency requires delegation of 

power to small and informal groups such as Bureau’s of plenary meetings. This creates again 

the risk of elite clubs that also affect the autonomy of the international organisation. 

Efficiency also tends to favour qualified majority voting or consensus over unanimity.  

 

The democratic deficit of government decisions increases with the length of the chain 

between the decision and the national election of the responsible politician. The actual 

decision should be defined as the negotiated compromise that can no longer be changed by 

politicians without great loss of credibility. The more decisions are delegated to government 

officials, operating without politically endorsed instructions in executive bodies of 

conventions, the larger the democratic deficit will be. The less open to renegotiation 

procedures on representation of nations are the bigger the democratic deficit will remain. Full 

participation and equal representation of nations as well as transparent information of and 

accountability to the domestic public are needed to reduce the democratic deficit.    
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Van Maare (2002) has given some interesting suggestions to improve legitimacy such as: 

- Institutionalising contacts between collaborating national parliaments and the UN 

General Assembly on the basis of a well defined agenda with policy issues. 

- Giving NGO’s a formal consultative status and related rights in international 

organisations and better access to the possibility of appeal against international 

decisions and their execution. 

- Creating a legal basis for the need of international organisations to be accountable for 

their actions.  

 

Increasing the level of policy integration 

 

Sustainability runs parallel with broad participation in decisionmaking and voluntarily taking 

responsibility for the consequences of one’s actions. Sustainability also means that one is 

fully accepting the equal value of the different aspects of sustainability in decisionmaking. 

Economic matters are not a priory more important than social or ecological ones. It is 

therefore important that each sustainability domain is legally equipped in a  similar way. 

Environmental dispute settlement should for instance not be dealt with under the dispute 

settlement rules of the WTO but under a separate global environmental dispute settlement 

regime (Pronk, 2000).  

Judging aggregated effects of sustainability domain policies is something new in domestic 

policy making, as well as in European policy, and it is a great challenge for the global 

institutions. Coordination among UN conventions is just starting without much short term 

effect. UNEP has created a Ministerial Forum with the purpose to look better for synergy 

between environmental conventions and their secretariats as decided during the UNEP 

Carthagena conference of February 2002.  

 

The national role in the IMF, WB, GEF should be to strengthen mechanisms for horizontal 

co-ordination of issues. In the EU many initiatives are launched as part of the EU strategy for 

sustainable development. In the framework of the UN nations can help to strengthen 

aggregation of sustainability issues by expanding the work of the Commission on Sustainable 

Development. All global conventions should be assessed as to their consequences for nations 

in other domains of sustainability, as the impacts are by definition beyond the control of the 

individual nation or region. 

The principle of subsidiarity, meaning in this context to aggregate at the lowest governance 

level possible, and the principle of compensation for induced global effects of national 

economic profits are important guidelines for reducing the integration deficit. 

 

It is important to study the present position of nation states in the international arena, and to 

identify possibilities for smaller countries like The Netherlands to continue to play 

successfully a stimulating and facilitating role.  

       

 

Increasing global sustainability 

 

Besides better integration of global policies for sustainable development other aspects can 

help to upgrade global sustainability. These include promotion of collective actions of states 

to avoid competition distortions, of consumer trends that influence performance of 

multinationals and of self-regulation of the global business community etc. (Zarsky, 1997) .  

Also alliances between governments, businesses and NGO’s help create the needed stable 

conditions for innovations towards sustainability (Faucheux a.o., 1997). The Global Compact 
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launched by Kofi Annan in 1999 is an example that can be followed up in many ways the 

coming years. 

 

 

 

SAFEGUARDING NATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY IN A GLOBALISING WORLD 

 

 

Unwanted boarder crossing aspects of globalisation 

 

Globalisation has positive and negative impacts on the sustainability of nations. Extra 

economic growth, resulting in better social quality of large groups in society, is generally seen 

as the positive outcome of globalisation. But negative consequences may affect all or specific 

other groups, resulting in specific types of risks, pollution, resources depletion,  

unemployment, as well as disruption of traditional social structures e.g. in agriculture, new 

waves of immigrants,  of drugs imports, of large scale criminality, of garbage information on 

the internet etc. The process of globalisation has made all countries, developing and 

developed, more vulnerable to external influences. The more nations are connected to the 

global market the more this vulnerability will be expressed.  
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 The people will demand from their governments to solve the side effects of globalisation.  

 

 

 

 

 

The burden of international obligations 
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As partner in many global agreements and conventions national governments will be held 

accountable for a correct execution of the obligations. This is a relatively new situation 

showing the lesser sovereignty of the modern state. The monetary requirements of the EMU 

force the German Finance Minister to follow instructions from the European Commission to 

stay below the allowed inflation level. The obligations in the framework of the UN Climate 

Change Convention force the Dutch Government to speed up emission reduction measures up 

to the agreed reduction level. Yet the burden of such obligations must be accommodated in a 

way that remains acceptable to the domestic voters. 

 

 

The effect of the free market on ambition levels  

 

Zarsky (1997) stated that globalisation exerts through the functioning of the market a 

downward pressure on the ambition level of national environmental (and other) policies. 

States must be more competitive than before, which will reduce their willingness to accept 

extra costs for social and environmental measures. This way the market could become the 

primary driving force for change in environmental and social policy. This force will compete 

with other upward acting forces mentioned before. The overall effect will be that it may 

constrain  the national government in its ambitions to improve the level of sustainability. 

A national policy in the context of the EU, which responds to the national impacts of 

globalisation in a sustainable way, could include:  

- Managing immigration not from a point of view of protection by closing the border 

but by acting out of compassion and abating global unemployment in a way that is 

sustainable for the receiving community. 

- Upgrading criminality measures to an international scale and transferring power to a 

transnational authority. 

- Implementing national protection programs to counter the effects of global 

environmental changes such as climate change, cofinanced by the transnational 

business community, international ecotaxes and other national sources. 

- Controling contamination of imported foods and raw materials.  

- Cooperation agreements coping with high risk technologies such as old nuclear 

power plants to help operate them safely or close them, etc.  

 

Each nation needs a domestic policy that is appropriate for its level of development or 

mindset. Pronk (2001) has rightly stated that good policy and bad policy should be seen as 

relative to a country’s resources and state of development, and not as absolutes. Policies 

should not be based on one standard, such as the Washington consensus, which tends to 

facilitate adjustment to economic globalisation. What is a good policy in one country may not 

(yet) be appropriate in another situation. Here the level of sustainability as indicated in Table 

1 can help to understand the mindset and associated feasible policies for a country including 

which next steps are most likely to be successful. 

In the preparation for the Johannesburg summit of August-September 2002 countries and 

international organisations have developed their strategies for sustainable development (EU, 

2001; NSDO, 2002). These often have chosen the use of themes11 as a means to integrate the 

sustainability domains for these issues. In this way the first experiences are collected with 

integrated national policy making and enforcement. A key factor for the successful 

implementation and further development of the strategy will be how the management of this 

policy area will be organised by the Government. Will it be just an extended task of the 

 
11 In the Dutch strategy the themes are: Population, Climate, Water, Biodiversity and Knowledge. (NSDO, 2002) 
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Ministry responsible for environmental policy or will it be given a more prominent position in 

the hierarchy.    

 

The increased risk of disruption of sustainability 

 

In the global network society interconnectedness results in a greater volatility and a reduced 

predictability of events. Not only terrorism, also the effects of local conflicts, climate change, 

spread of contagious disease, financial market instabilities, accidents in the transport or utility 

industries etc. can lead to serious disruptions of society. As a result national governments 

have to deal with new problems in a different setting, which is less easy to control and 

manage. Not only the logistics of a social or economic function have to be managed properly, 

also multidisciplinary crisis management and global media effects have to be taken into 

account. More knowledge is needed to expand the present local crisis management experience 

(Rosenthal a.o., 2001) to the globalised setting of the future, in which small problems can 

have transboundary impacts far beyond the sector in which they originate. Multiple circuit 

management geared towards decoupling of the accelerating effects of the globalised media 

will become an essential feature of national governance.         

 

 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS  

 

 

I have been casting a web over the issues of globalisation, sustainable development and 

governance to catch them in an overall concept which can be theoretically elaborated and 

empirically studied. The result only is a better view on the complexity of the subject. I must 

admit that one overarching model to catch all aspects has not yet emerged. As always I had 

better followed the advice of my wife, Aurora, who urges me to work the other way around: 

start at the moral heart of the matter and design actions from there, accepting that the world is 

constantly moving and transforming.   

 

 

The perspective of globalisation 

 

We have seen that globalisation is not automatic. It is activated through mans consciousness, 

gaining momentum of its own, but not necessarily moving beyond our control. It is 

propagated in particular since the Second World War  by the elite of the so-called Washington 

consensus. It develops in long waves. It peaked earlier at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, after which a period of nationalism and regionalism followed. Globalisation does 

however not benefit all equally. It favours the strong and it can marginalize the weak. Without 

consciously constraining the negative effects it creates tension and polarisation that affect all 

components of the global system. Present trends such as the so-called antiglobalism 

movement, the new  nationalistic orientation of the USA after the terrorist attack op 11 

September 2001, the more critical orientation towards the USA emerging in Europe etc., may 

all lead to a period of weakened growth of globalism.  

 

The need to implement the ideals of the French Revolution globally 

 

Delicate as the ideal of sustainable development already is, global capitalism makes it in 

many respects more difficult to achieve. Competition among nations in attracting Foreign 
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Direct Investment puts pressure on governments to lower social and environmental standards. 

Yet globalisation also creates new chances to promote sustainable development 

internationally e.g. by voluntary codes of conduct of transnational companies that want to 

reduce the risk of global consumer boycotts. The free market does not deliver justice. It needs 

correction to work for the benefit of all. Their are large inequalities in national connectedness 

to the global economy at the moment. The Netherlands for instance is much more vulnerable 

in this respect than the USA or Japan. Without implementing the ideals of the French 

Revolution by not only freeing global trade from barriers, but also treating nations equally and 

sharing the rights and obligations of the peoples on this planet in brotherhood, the globalised 

world will not be a safer place.   

. 

The need good governance 

 

The central question remains if the governance provided by nation states keeps up with the 

growing impact of transnational problems. Globalisation reduces the power of nation states. 

Nation states have to be transformed to become effective actors in the global governance 

arena. Small nations like The Netherlands will play internationally a smaller role than in the 

past, but can be effective guardians of the more powerful nations and regions in the ongoing 

process of creating new global governance arrangements. A democratic global society can not 

be ruled by the G7 nor can the Bretton Wood institutions like the World Bank and the IMF 

continue to be monopolised by the most wealthy nations. The global society will only become 

sustainable with democratic institutions in which the arrogance of military and economic 

power as well as the arrogance of the power to obstruct of the poor are replaced by shared 

responsibilities to act out of compassion and respect for others.   

 

Good governance means giving all nations a proper role in global governance and reducing 

the democratic and integration deficits in international decision-making. It further means 

adequate protection of national societies against unsustainable domestic effects of 

globalisation. The latter requires a central positioning in a nations administration of the 

responsibility for sustainable development policy making and implementation. It is 

unfortunate that the Dutch National Strategy for Sustainable Development (2002) has not 

solved this issue. 

 

 

Reaching for sustainable globalisation 

 

Sustainable globalisation is only within reach if we show passion for life; if love for what is 

different prevails; if we can see our universal Self reflected in nature and in all people. 

Promoting sustainable globalisation means an attitude of sharing and creating and it 

presupposes that we can act not on the basis of fear and scarcity but on the basis of the 

abundance of love. Life is based on abundance. We are all carrying God in our souls. 

Compassion is the only remedy for the increasing fragility of our society.  
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